**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**TRAILER PIVOT BUSHING KIT**

PB50-36000 • PB50-36000-EI • PB50-36321

**IMPORTANT NOTICE:**

- Atro PB50-36000, PB50-36000-EI and PB50-36321 Trailer Pivot Bushing Kits DO NOT use an OEM shear-type bolt*.

- The 7/8" bolt supplied with the kit must be properly torqued to **500-550 ft-lbs** using a torque wrench.

- DO NOT lubricate threads of bolt prior to torquing as this may cause overtightening and damage to the pivot connection.

- DO NOT reuse old bolts, nuts or washers when installing a new pivot bushing.

*NOTE:

For kits with **Shear Bolts**, use ATRO PB50-36001 or PB50-36001-EI.